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Level One

Proofpoint Social Media
The Proofpoint Social Media course introduces you to Social Discover and Social
Patrol. We recommend this 1.5-hour web-based training course for new customers
and partners. Take the exam to test your knowledge and earn your Level One
certificate for Email Protection. A passing score of 75% is required. There are no
prerequisites for this course.
Course Outline–OVERVIEW
Module 1: Advantages of Social Media
Understand why it is important for organizations to manage security for social media.
Module 2: Social Discover
Learn about the purpose of Social Discover.
Module 3: Authenticate
Learn about the authentication process for Social Discover.
Module 4: Find Accounts
Locate social media accounts using Social Discover.
Module 5: Tagging
Tag an account in Social Discover.
Module 6: Reporting
Report on a list of accounts using Social Discover.
Module 7: Social Patrol
Learn about the purpose and installation Social Patrol.
Module 8: Policies
Learn about content and custom policies within Social Patrol.
Module 9: ProfileLock
Enable the ProfileLock feature within Social Patrol.
Module 10: Incident Notification
Configure a notification policy in Social Patrol.
Module 11: Moderate Content
Moderate content within Social Patrol.
Module 12: View Administrators
View account administrators within Social Patrol.
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